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Materials avail-able to, teach English adverbs to

students of ESL generally fallsinto three.areas:'(1)

definition of adverb based on its formal relationship

t6 adjectives, (2) the semantic categories to which
I.

individual adverbs belong, and '0) the placement of

adverbs with'in sentences:. A study involving.low-
.,

intermediate and advanced-level learneKs of English

revealed that their written errors in adverb use-occurred

most often in.precisely the area which receives the

greatest attention in textbooks, a confusion between
1

adverbs and other syntactic constituents, especially,

adjectives. Yurthermore, incidence oi-this error type

increased as ,proficiency in English increased. Thus,

et itappears that our current methods for teaching adverbs

'are in need of revision, since\'they encourage errors.'

This5paper examines how non-native speakers of English misuse
e

or misunderstand adverbs,.and-thn looks to see how .those .problems

are handled in commonly-used grammar books. -,While significant

progress has been merde in makihg the teaching of verbs or other

parts of speech coherent.andlearnable Azar

1981; Allen and "Valette 1977; etc.), much of that work still needs.5

tD'be .done for the teaching of,adverbs. As teachers,'most of us .
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have generally limited our adverb teaching to answering those

questions that arise in class and. assigning a few exercises direct-
.

ly from available grammar texts. -One reason for this ds that
, -

one of the more difficult tasks in-studying advetbs is deciding

what to. study, since 'adverb' as a categary is,not clearly-defined.

We will limit our distussion to a seriesof.words.which have. tra-
0

ditionally been.called adverbS, but are bk means:a complete

delineation of the category" adverb./ We will not consider transition

words (however, moreover), two-part verbs (turn on, cross out),

words that have alternately been called prepositions or adverbs

(inside, east, left), negatives, interrogatives or the exclamatory

adverb how.

METHODS:

There are two separate sources of"data for the second language

learner adverb errors: (1) a shprt-teren longitudinal study of 'two

low- ;intermediate ESL 'classes, and (2) a cross-sectional study of

-a placement examination for an ESL program with students of all'

levels of proficiency irCEnglish.
#

1.,Longitbdinal Study

Subjects were students from two-intensive English classes,

both'at the low-intermeOatelevel with the same teacher and the

same texts for writing. This particular level was 'chosen because

it was the :first level at,whichthere, was regular formal instruc'-

tion:in writing, or hour per day, five days per week. There

weretwenty-three subjects tdital, three women and twenty men,

with heterogeneous native langaVees including Arabic, Sparksh
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and Thai.

All errors related to the use of adverbs came. from the written

work collected during a seven-week intensive- sessional Sentences

y

were chosen as,the contextual. frame because lowlevel -4tudents

tend to write in sentences rather than in larger units like
-

graphs. Usingsentence-level-contexemeans that each sentence

is a meaningful. unit In and of itself-and sentences either preceding
4

or follOwing the sentence in,question do not contribute to an

understanding of theintended meaning of that sentence;, (See

Hudd.leston 1971 for a discussion of sentential phenomena.in writ-

ten Englih.) : S

2. Cross-sectional Study

The twenty-LtwO subjects were :-selected from the 123 non-native

speakers of' English who'took the Indiana-University Intensive

English Placement Test on February 26, 1983. The placement test

is-used to assig students to one af'five levels.rangingTrom

beginning to advanced proficiency: We identified three- approx-

imate ranges: (1) introduCtory (the beginning and low-iritermediate

levels), (2) intermediate. (the intermedj.at.e and high-intermediate,,,

levels) and (3) advanced (the advanced ravel and.those.ptudents

who scored high enough on-the exam tO be considered ex'etpt.frem

the English Program).

One section of theIndiana Univeesit Intenslve
7 "II

1
We define tbose-errors as cases where the adverb

1 . .

-misplaced

or semantically inappropriate or cases where-t.here id anterror in

some other conitituen in the sentenchich'invoives-the scope or
.

presence of the' adverb tomorrow or-GO.po anylalere).
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English Program-Placement Te't- is a 35-ifiinute essay. Students,

are directed' to choose one of four topics and in the 35-minute

period, write a . three- to five -.paragraph essay on the topic they

chooge. Errors related to the use of. adverbs, as definedleirlier,

were ,collected. from these essays. Of the 123 examinations, only

twenty-tWo tiepers (or 18%) had such errors.
.

,

.

- The 'data from each group was compaied to determine what type,:'
.

. ,

of, errorcould.be identified and wWbthei-- certair types of errors, .

, ,..

if'-
1\,,, - .- -

were more diaracteTistic of.one proficiency level than o'thers:

CATEGORIES OF SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNER ADVERB ERRORS:-
.

We were able,ta isoi.ate three basic categoriet.,of adverb-
('

,

relatedserrors: (1) -Misplacement, 2).Contittient Confueion,and,

(3) inappropriate Usage'. Within each category, there are varioUa.

subcategories, proposed 'as a.working model whiCh may need'reviiion
..

.as more data becomes available.

[Figure 1 about here]

The first.cavegOfy, that of adverb Misplacemen,t, holds. per
.

\
haps the fewest surprises of all the categories. Its first sub,-

6tt '.
.

..
cateoory, single adverb misplacement, is'Aekther limited'to a.. 0.

.

.

panticular'Ll Troup nor to a particular level of proficiency in
(

l .

4.nglish.. 1,16:r cln we isolate a specific, grbup of adverbs whiCh.
.

,, . . . . .

. .

-

. .
. _

is more susceptible to errors of placeMent than others, although
. .

we d.o note tpe absence of time and. place'adverbs from this set
4

c- .

of data. More studies and more data will be required to restrict

. .thiese adverbs absolutely however,.

,Te second and .third, subcategories, dupqication.and. ube ,of

Oft
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two contiguous adverbs, have very little in the way of data, so
S-

di

generalizations about them must be limited. Here is aicase'where

,
contrastive kanalysis studies.might shed further light on why

certain language learners can coMpound adverbs, either by placing

them next to each other (which is Beverly restricted in English)

or by 'repeating the same adverb-in two. places within a sen,tence. :

r ,

.

'Notice, it doesn't necessarily, haVe to Se a sentence-initialP0

sentence - final' match, although all cases we found do use sentence-
, ,4

final position in the,duplication:

, Wemigt have thought that the incidence.Of Placement Errors

would be Nigher. tioweveTnot only are tredre a rather small num-

ber of such errors, but-thereare more errors in oursecond cat-
.

that of'Constituent Confusion., Constituent Confusion is
.49

probably, the one which has been most overlooked jn other work

on adverb problems. Weshall discuss this further in our section

on grammar 'texts,

[Figure 2 about here] (

.!.

Within the area of Constituent .Confusion, by far the consti- .

tuent most often 'confused' with adverb is adjectiye -In

sutkategork ffl, where adverbs are used where another constituent
,

is apptopriate, nine of th eleven examples substitute an adverb

2
For example, whereas written English does not easily tolerate

sentences like *Also; be also ttudied Fr'ench., preferring instead,

either Moreover, he also, or In addition, he also ..., native
1

speakers of Spanish clair, that their
'4

langua-ge is not as severely

restricted in this regard. .e.
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for an adjective. In the other two cases, across should be t he

verb cross , and recently would be more appropriately the prepo-

sitional phrase at this time. Subcategory II, where another con-

stituent is used where an adverb is appropriate, exhibits Confusion \,

hetween adverbs and adjectives -In eight of the nine.cases. In

the remaining example, probability, a noun has been used:in place

of the adverb probahlv

Subcategory III showS more variety. The cases of to here,
.

in anytime, in last year, and on everywhere combine a preposition

and,a time-.or place adverb where the adverb-alone is sufficient.

Last year ago combines two adverb e13ressions. In the phrase

with happy, a preposition -is combined With an adjective to.giy

the ef fect of an adverb. °This should rot be surprising after

the frequency of adverb vs..adjective confusion in subcategories

I
'a

nd II. The final case, detailly, can be either the addition

N.
oqA,an adverb ending ( -j) too a n oun or an att::mpt. to. Mark o've'rtly

a's-entence modifier. .116wever, the student didn't know that the

compleefe form of that. modifier was in detail,- The most intexest,ing

generalization about this subcdtegory is its virtual absence at

the advanced profiCiency level.

[Figure 3 about here]

The final category of adverb - related errors is InapproVriai:e

Usage. This category of adverb-related errorshasqmore subcate-

gories than the other CWo and is 'prohahly the most likely can-

didate for revision, as more data becomes available. Subcat',,.-gdry

#1, spelling, represents little 'ore than the reflectioil of.a

general', spelling prObiem.' It affects adverbs just as it does

'other parts of ,speech.

t,
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Subcategory II, semantic conflict between,add.erbs and verbs,

. is tentative at this point since it suffers from lack of data.

'In the case of tonight, the scope of arrive is violated,' since

the composition was written two months after the arrival date.

The case of 2erthanenely is a problem of--aspect more than-time,
dr

as the present tense withaverbs other than be normally denotes

habitual actipn rather than something of permanence.

Subcategory. III,- Confusion involvj.ng)dioms or fixed.expres-

sions, also offers only a few examples. At less is a stuctent's

attemptat at least. He understood.that.the word following at

should have a iminimizin0qActi'on of somesortA The problem

is. an'inc'orrect choice df degree, the comparative' less rather

than the superlative least: 3
800 years ago and get well are not

in.correc,k,t, but they are used nfinapropriate circumstances.

Subcategory-. V,. semantic overextensions, involves the cases0

where tootoo or.SP are misused in place of very-. Similarly, over-
,

their is used where.there is. sufficient. 4
an the case of after'

since, the adverb,, after is necessary, but since is an unnecessary

addition. And'the.phrase in a6-least a very little part produces
-;'

a stilteld- and unnatural effect because both at least and Very

little havc been usecr,in a single phraste-

.

.

The final subCategory, V, -contains two 'elsewhere' casN--
'.''

f e
they jlist don't fit into,any other category without rather unnatural

manipul-AionS.

3
Alternatively., the use.of .less for least may be a spelling

error, putting this example in subcategory #1.

Their in over their is also a'spelling error (subca'tegor'' #1).
- '4
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Tables I-III outline the presentation of adverbs in aset

of representative grammar texts. Althoughwe extracted all

material on adverbs from_t6se texts rather than just that which.

agreed with our categories of second language Learner adverb

°errors, we will only concentrate hereon that material which can

be shown to correspond to our error categories. 5

Because;the material we, have charte corresponds roughly

to the error categories, there are.three.t bles: .(l) definition/

classificatIon/foTm correaponding to the e ror. category 'Consti-

tuent Confusion,' (2) placement corresponditig to Misplacement

errors, and (3) inappropriate usage .correspotiding.to errors of

Inappropriate Usage. As we willsee, the emphases for teaching

adverbs are their form, their semantic categories, their place-

ment and their relationship with adjectives.. /

#,

Table I.details what is av0.1able for definition/classification/.

form of adverbs. The first 'column shows that'a majority Of'texts

relate the constituents adjective and adverb. This is almost .

always done in the form "Add to adjectives in. most cases."

Some texts, but not all., discuss adjectives and adverbs which

have the same form. Even more rarely do any texts discuss the

differences in meaning between these adjectives and adverbs.

5 Ateas that do not correspond to the error-categbri)es, but

which are represented in more than one text, include: the con-

as as, use of the infinitive with tz.,o'and
66.

and coverage of the individual adverbs already, still, yet, any-

more, such, al!so, and either.

struction

I
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We remind you .of the, high number of Constituent Confusio

errors we mated involving adjectives and adverbs. We will return

to this point later.

The secdnd most popular way', of presenting adverbs is,bY.

.semantic' category (time, place, manner, etc.), and'there is ---
c.. ... .

>
.

a problem of inconsistency across 'texts. For _example, Thomas

and Martinet (1980:55) present eight kinds of adverbs: manner,

place, 'time, frequency, certainty, degree, interrogatiNke, and

relative. -Frank (1972:141-145),on the other hand, has nine:
.

manger, place and direction, time intensifiers (a category which
,

includes quantifiers and emphasizers), sentence adverbs, con-
,

junctives, explanatory adverbs, relatives /interrogatives (in

one categg4), and exclamatory adv.erbs'. Even if the names of

categories or numbers Of catdgpiies were consistent, .the-Contents

of the categories are discrepant for example, treating certain

directional words as both paepositions and adverbs. This might

easily mislead the student, if not the teacher as well, into.

Ehe belief that some prepositiorkl phrases are equivalent to-

adverbsor vice versa. And finally,'everal books we examined

dealt only with a limited set of categories--most often place,

time and"feAuency, and manner.. Should the student assume from

this that.these are the only true adverb groups'? Still, with

all these problems, s. remaincategories reman a popu
o

r way

to present adverb.

Fewer-texts, but *still a rather respectable number, present

t'he adverb as modifying another constituent (e.g. V, Adj, Adv).

Otserve the scantnumber of texts which deal, with sentence-modi-

fication or verb-modifiCation. Apparently this contrast is

1 0
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considered of little consequence., We will alsolreturn to this

point.

Table II, placem.ent, further demonstrates a marked preference

for'expinationin terms of semantic category, either for the

placement bf a single,catesory (e.g. "time adverbs can occur sen-
0*

tence - initially o? - finally') or for the placement of . tw or more

semantic grOups within a single sentence (e.g. 'Date adverbs

follow manner,adverbs"). A few texts deal with the order of indi7

victual adverbs,,irather than categories. And amOequally small

numbet of texts deal with verb- auxiliary inversion that occurs

when certain. adverbs are sentence-initial .(for eliample, I sdldom,

work on, Saturdays. alternates with Seldo do I work on Saturdays.)

We cano,.see frumsTable III th the amount- of coverage wjiich

corresponds to the subcategorie's of Inappropriate Usageerrors-

varies widely in,grammar texts. Speilingis covered inO-hay a few,

texts and dealseals.Mainly witty-spelling changes'recitired when the

71 suffix is added. Use of adverbs with speCific verb tenses

is more often covered, and is one of the subcategories where the

meaning of adverbs is Considered. However, because of the impor-

tance of tine in distinguishing verb tenses, the only'adverbs,

normally covered here are those of time and frequency. A more

general meaning-related subcategory is What we all "special case"

adverbs. These include: else, besides; beside, ever, just, even,

rather, quite, and much. 'Semantic overextenision' is well repre-

seated in texts, with both discussion and exercises involving*

too, so and yery. Finally, 'com,p..1.yison of adNierbs' is most often

included in texts, mentioned'almost as frequently as the relation-0

ship between adjectives and adverbs. This is not surprising,

1.1
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since in almost all texts the sectipa on comparison of adverbs

immediately follows a sectionon comparison of adjectives.

To briefly summarize the adverb-related contents of text-

books we examined; there is noticeable variation in the depth

of coverage for individual categories, and terminology is not
,'i

always consistent ac -ross texts. These are statdard problems when:

teachers work with More than'one text for any topic. For adverbs

specifically, the teaching emphasis lies in-four areas: *(1) their

form (either with the -lyending or in comparison), (2) the seman-

tic categories to which they belong, (3) their placement, and

(4) their relationship to adjectives.

DISCUSSION:

Ar
An initial comparison of the four main agys of teaching adverbs

mentioned above and the typology of language learners' errors

might give us the impression that we are already doing whet we

should be. doing:

1. Placement errors occurTand texts do covet. placement.

2. Many of h napproprlate Usage'error types are handled

in several grammar texts.

3. There is, for Constituent' Confusion errors, a large amo unt

of text material, especially material to relate adjectives

and adverbs.

However, there is a distinct possibility 4
that by emphasizing cer-

tain things and ignoring others, we are aggravating the number

and type of errors student§ make, not reducing them. There is

2-- in particular one area of adverbg"teaching that is almost totally

neglected, and that is the ,basic notion of adverb as a part.of

12 ti
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speech or constituent in its own right.

W.e teach adverbs by categorization and coparisohcomparison

to the category adjective, comparison, of one semantic category

to another semantic category, comparison of the-placement oaf one

.category tothe placement of another category. But categorization

without' a clear initial notion of what it .is you are categorizing
/

p not sufficient. We have lists Of spelling rules, lists of

. semantic categories, lists of placement rules for them, hut no

general statement about the nature of the part of speech,l-adveib.

Without some initial concept of adverb as a functional u,it,

the student who Rest learn how to use adverbs-is force& to rely

on either his native language or on the second language training

he hseceives. Native langugge transfer- produces several, undesirable
sf

resu1ts. .First, there are cases where adverbs in English don't

)correspond, to adverbs in the.natkve language or vine versa. Many

of our example sentences from the 'mixed constituent' subcategory

of Constituent Confusion'reflect cases of unsuccessful language

transfer. For example, whereas in English our place adverbs often'

indicate both locus and directionality, in many languages

directionality *1st be overtly expresied. and this is often achieved

'by means of a 14reposition which pretedes the locus adverb. ThuS

out students who transfer will produce phrases like on everywhere

and to here., Parallel cases may be found for time and frequency'

adverbs and there are even langtages where what is an adverb in

,EngliSh is a verbal.

Second, word order differs from language to language. And
.

so, in spite of our teaching various English word placement rules,

tran er ensures that errors persist at all levels of English.).

r3
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proficiency. Third, within our categoryiof inappropriate usage,

the cases of 'idiom confusion and semantic overextension' are

precisely those areas where translation yields inappropriate results.

Idioms are rather obviously language specific. What is also lan-

guage specific is the semantic domain of degree adverbs such as

toj very and so.

It would appear that distancing students from their native,

languages is desirable and yet one of the primary Means of doing

this is scrupulously avoided when we refuse to present a notion

of adverb indeTerident of its forffi.

The second major problem in adverb teaching transfer of

training. Recall how much of the adverb-teaching material is

tied up in the relationship,between adverbs and adjectives. Now

remember how many Constituent Confusion errors involve exactly

that--a confusion between adjectives and adlierbs. The easiest

way to teach adverb formation is to say "Add 71/ to an adjective"

but if students have little or no notion of what an adverb is'

as far as English is concerned, what is to prevent tpdm from per-

ceiving these -1v words as some fancy new kind of adjective?0

Now we have a problem because, as we stated earlier, defining

adverbs is .notoriously difficu.lt. This is precisely because adverb
.

is the grab-bag category of.r the EngliA.language. If we don't

want to resign ourselves to a presentation that is nothing more

than interminable lists of forms, functions'and.positions, our

only alternative at present is to advance a concept of adverb

\
which distances it as much as'pbss4le from other constituents

141

(especially adjective). The greatest. point' of distance between

adverbs and other constituents is in what they can modify. Only

14
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the 'adverb can'modify an entire sentence as well'as most sentence-

.internal constituents. However, only two of the 29'texts we Sur-

-v-eyed even mention the'notion of sentence modification. Although

coverage of modifi.Ntion of verbs,'adjectives and other constituents

might seem to occur more frequently, in fact presentation of this
.

'(e

materia.l is often'limited'to one oro-two lines, hardly enough- to

be explanatory.

The point we argue is not to reject what the texts have to
. .v

Offer, but /to recognize that,stbdents need more at the earliest

stage passible ta4minimize errors from ,tranSfer. of training and

native language interference and to build a framework into which

, tha essential elements of categorization, placement-tend usage

-can be incorporated.

if

0

. a

17,
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FIGURE #1:

MISPLACEANT
CATEGORY #1

=
it2

I. single adverb misplatement

(t.E:L.T. Placement Test) 4

intro,ductory:
NONE "-

intermediate!' .. - .

_

'(Arabic) But her in Indiana University ihere is no myoccupation
.onry I study general courses.

(Korean).Almyt all people, when they ;decide to school' and major',
they are very considering careful.

. \.

adNanced.: , , V
..'(Arabic) Such4reis in my'country.do not, regeive. the due attention

. which it must get, speciallywhen 'yciu.kno thatvillage
r c.,arld. countryside. people present' about 10 at least from

t.,-, the total. population.:
,- 3

(Chi ne-se,- Malay) As we all know seldom people like to study in
. this:course. .

(Spanish) I like a lot this major and it isprobabl due to the
. i

.- facts chat I have dreamed to have my own business and
---,not,'have anybodt telling me my Ii-uOies and.also what I

have to _do. .

.

------'
.(Low:-intermediate class) .

(Spanish) rt us . -help with a form exactly!, wi h the yocabtelary. 1.--

, [t,o form the vocabulary exadtly]
(Arabic) Just he fixed me and said that'S OK.

-....

(Spanish) The topics all.can be known throughthe compu-ter.
.0

..' 1'
V 4

-II."-duplication ,

.

(C.E.L.T% Placement s,Test) :
introdyctory:

, IONE ,
.--, / , 1 .. ,;,z

intermediate: ''.
.4 / .

(Arabic) Finaly.I *hope that the people who, study in this field ,

inerase,-because .Nowadves we find ;.he prablam,incrus
,s5

because of theAncrasing,of the rate of many problaris
which affict by the difficulty. in Aiving nowadays..

advanced: .. .* s.".*

s(Arabic) Oil is the only sorce which the
.
kingdom depends only.

.

,,i.
. .. .

(Low-intermediate--class) , -

(Spanish) Too a'woman studies a lbt of matters that a man studies too.
- s(Spanish) Here you can do many thi:ngs during your stay! 'here. .

1 .. ' .

.

III. using two adverbs contiguously
. 4: . .

(C.E.L.T. Placement.Test)
.introductory:

. NONE
intermediate:.
(Arabic) Firstly because my c untry needs me so much, esoecially

also,because the gov rnthent spends on my education in
the present.

advanced:
NONE

1,

(Low-intermediate class)
Y NONE

1'
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FIGURE #2 :' CONISITTUENT CONFUSION
CATEGORY 42

0

.1. an adyerb.is used where another constituent is appropriate..

(C.E4.T: Placement Test)`
introductorY:. 4. ,

.(Chinese) But it'(=Taiwan] is not very well in language system. '

---.

intermediate: : 5 .

(Arabic) I.chosed the education for, study because, in my country
people need.educaton very well.

(Arabic) I will study im.thia University becauSe the Administration
, .

program is very well and strong too..*.'
(Arabic) I 'came here to study hospital.administration because

.

is mor. importaAt,for my country in thii recently than, .

economic for me. . . ,

;-. (Romanian) The Delta of the Danube had-been located at the north
of the Danube, the big rillerwhich across Romania fi-om
East to 'West. 'N '

advanced: ..
ey . .

c . .

-(Spanish) My immediatela question is why did I choose this field.

.(Low- intermediate slass),
tq,

(Arabic) For us to do that may beunwiselv.-
(Spanish) Education is .a iwidely subject that we couldn't count its

.° benefits. .

(Arabic). The division is very clearly in this society. '71,

(Spanish) It was anew experience, essentially in concerning to--'''
study..something witha,stronely motivation.

-,.i
.

.(Spani41) The topits all [ =all. the topics] can be known through
. the compTter. ... .

(Arabic) It.'helps us with, a form.exattl =an exact form] with
s, the vocabulary.

\*0

,

II. another constituent is used where an adverb.is appropriate

C.EL:t. Placement Test)
introductory:.. .

. .

SArabic Also from the study here in Lind -Hall maybe after two
. .

or three mounth was speak very good:in English. .

(Asabic) This-University all.the-Arab country they know good thia,,,,,.,.
University is up always. 4,

(Arabic). I am know and all thee people know good this University:
. is good. and better.

'intireiiret,z4
(A bic) I think order to live a good life, you must be sa,od

,.educated. ,. -
(Korean) Almost all people, when they decide to school and mayor,'

they are very considering careful.
.

advanced:
NONE

6200

(Low-intermediate class)
(Arabic) The-tudatitsk strong resisted.the'extra homework ignment.
(Arabic) Wa shouldn't take all-rife serious.
(Arabid) Sure I,will b4-.4nhappy.
(Spanish) I said that probabil.s.v he can understand most ash

I said that probability he can understand most sv.

20
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FIGURE # 2:

CONSTITUENT CONFUSION (cont'd)

III. a constituenti.is 'createdt7by mixing constituents-together
and Ls used where an adverb (or another Constituent) is
appropriate'

(C.E%L.T. Placement Test).
introductory:
(Atabic)--1?e,arning air these things fast because after come to

herie-liveing.with students from USA.
(Japanese) I will study detaillv them.
(Arabic) Last year ago I went to store wthe my Dhoter.
intermediate:
(Spanish) In' anytnie I would learn Eng:liSh, it is very difficult.
advanced:

NONE---""

#.
I.,.ow-intermediate class)
(Arabic)- It helps you to live with habov.
(Arabic`) In lait.vear my'ftiend died in a car)
(Thai) Don't walk. on everywhere.

L.

'1

21
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. FIGURE

INAPPROPRIATE USAGE
CATEGORY -T3

I. confu ion-of spelling or similarity of sound,

(CE.L.T.-'Placement Test)
introductory:

NONE
intermediate:

NONE

R,1.iCement Test)
irittoducto:

NONE
intermediate:

t..

advamced:
($-pani'sh) Firstival I chose this field becouse have already

studied some about administration and I have acuAred
some.knowledge.in, this.area'Treviously.

' ?(Farti) (fi.r-st sentence of. ,the final.paragragh-of the composition)
Formerly' I havechoosed my futufa education' becalise of

. the peotple, position of the doctorS' add fesepricating
for.my. famiLy.

(Lowintermediate class)
(Arabic) You have a-lot of "fun over their.
ASpanish) I didn't see snow before and 'now I like it-to much.

II. sem'antic conflict between the adverb and verb

NONE
advanced:

cr7 NONE

(Lowintermediate class)
(Arabic) I arrived:there at 12.19.81tonisht.
(Spanish) The population permanently increases.

III; confusion involving idioms orlfixed expressions:

(C.E.L.T. Placement Test)
introductory:
(Arabic) This the place was very old years, mabav 800 years aso.
intermediate:
(Arabic) I think if I want to be a dip(Ctor, I muse have a Master

. degree at less.
.adVanced:
(Thai) So if I can help my beloved country to set well in education

in at least a very littlapart, I-love to do - that.

(Lowintermediate' class)
NONE

I

"VINT.° .

IV, semantic overextensions [the 'too/very/sos,category]

(C.E.L.T. Placement Test)
introductory: a.

.

(Chinese) There are too Tanyrlamguage ih the'world, but the
most popular language is English.

_
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,; FIGURE #3: . 9,

-
INAPPROPRIATE USAGE (cont'd)

intermediate:
needs
, )0'

(Arabic) Firstly because my country eeds me so much, especially,
also because the g-overnmentspends on my education in

.
the present.

.
,

advanced:,
(Arabic) Twenty years of teaching wor in my mind is too enough

,

period to create an educ 1 attitude. -.

(Spanish) After since, when I fini ed my high school I decided
.

to study Administration and T did.
.

.(Thai) So if I can help my beroved country to get well in,education
in at least a very part, I love to do that.

,

(Low-intermediate class)
(Arabic) You have a lot-Of fun-over their. ,

,,(Spanish) I didn't see snow before and now I like it to much:

.V. use of the wrong adverb e -4

(C.E.L.T. Placement Test)
introduetoryl
Arabic) I lesen from some student study here in this University

and they tell me this University is difficult exactly.
intermediate:
(Arsbic) I'll think to finish my English piogram as sopn as

possi.b1e because I want to study early.
advanced:

NONE

(Low - intermediate class)
NONE
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Level of

Text

CODE

§ indicaCes mention.

X indicates exercise.

4'4 Atin-(o 0Kitie)

Intro

Interm/Adv'd
AdvEd .

InteTm/Adv'd
111 term

En term.

Intro/Interm
Jntro/Interm
Intron Int:
Intro/L Int.

Adv'd

Ad/.' &

Interm/Adv'd

Interm/Adv'd
Interm/Adv'd

Adv'd
Adv'd

Intro ,

Intro

Lnterm

ithro

Interm/L Adv

1nterM/Adv'd
Interm/Adv'd
Interm/Adv'd

enterm/Adv'(I

Interm/Adv'd

Pnterrp,

DECRIPTION
' Azar, Basic.English
' Azar, Understanding

Crowell .w
Danielson & Hayden

TABLE #1 :DKFINIT1ON, etASSIFICATION, FORM
Related to
Adjectives
(Add -ID

1

and Using

Dart I

.Dart LI

Dixson,
Dixson,

Dixson,

Blue Book
Graded EicercisesN

Regents English
0 'Dixson; Tests & Drills

Frank,, reference
Frank, ... exercises (I)
Hayden, Pilgrim & Haggard'

Heaton, Prepositions and
Heaton, Workbooks

Hornby
_Mackin & Seidl (ex. f

& laynes

It

12

14

IS

17

" Nadler, Marelli
15

20.

21

22

23

24

25

211

27

31

30

31

Praninskas
Rutherford I

Samelson
Sh4ele

fr.

Taylor

Thomas &
Thomas. &

Thomas &
Wohl

Yorkey

Martinet
Martinet

Martinet

llornb.y) '

, Practical Eng.
, Exercises I

, Exercises II

24

§

g

§ X

. X

X

X

Semantic
Cntegorles
(time, etc

2

Hodifi- $ Sentence,
tatIon Verb
(V, N, ADJ) Adverbs

; 3
X

§ X

§.

X

X

§ x

§ X

§ X

§ X

C'

§

4

I

a.

Good vs.
Well

TOTAL

§ X

§ X

§ X

§ X

4

25.



Level of
Torxt

CODE

Text Name (author, title)

DECRIPTION

IADLL FL: WCEMENT

Adv Order: Adv's Oaer:
semantic semantic Order:
category category individual

1 .2 adverbs

Intro

Interm/AW
Adv'd

Interm/Kdv'd

Interm

Intern

Intro / Intern

Intro/Intern

Intro/L Int.
Introa Int.
Adv'd
Adv'd

Interm/Adv'c

interm/Adv.'

Interm/Ady1(
Advid.

Ad v'

Intro

'remedial'
Intro

lnterm

Intro

rftterm/L'Ad

Interm/Adv'c

Interm/Adv''(

Inlerm/Adv'f
Interm/Adv'c

Interm/AdV
rgterm

Azar, Basic Zoglish
' Azar, Understanding and Using
Crowell .

Danielson & Hayden
' Dart-I

o Dart II

Dixson,

Dixson,

Dixson',

Dixson,
Frank,

Frank,

Hayden,

Heaton,

Heaton,
Hornby

Mackin &

10

11

2

13

14

15

14

17

18

111

20

21

22

23

Blue Book

Graded Exercises

Regents English
Tests & Drills
.. reference

. exercises (I) .

Pilgrim & Haggard

Prepositions and
Workbooks." 1-3

Seidl (ex. for Hornby)
Nadler, Marelli & Haynes
Praninsas
Rutherford
Rutherford

Sameison

Sheeler
"Taylor,
"Thomas & Martinet,
"Thomas & Martinet,
"Th'omas & Martinet;

"Yorkey

II

30

31

Practical Eng.
Exercises I
Exercises If

4 26

§ -x

§, X

§ X

§* X

§ X

§

§ X

g

§ *

2 -3

X

§ X

X

Inversion
with some,
adverbs

4

g

X

X

. .

TarAL

*charts only .

4

charts -only

H27



Level of
lext °

CODE
IntrO

Interm /Adv'

Adv'd

. Interm/Adv'd

Intern'

fnterm

Intro/Interm

Intro/Interm

Ine-roa Int.
f.ntro/L Int.

)Advd
Adv'd

Interm/Adv'd

thtermjAdv'd
Interm/Adv'd
A(1v1d't

Adv'd

Intro

'remedial'
Intro

Interm

Intr.°

Interm /L Adv

Interm/Adv'd

Interm/Adv'd
Interm/Adv'd

InterM/Adv'd

t Interm/Adv'A

Interm

Text Name (author, tiOe)

DESCRIPTION

TABLE #3 : INAPPROPRIATE AISAGE
1

Spelling.

I
' Azar, Basic English

2 Azar, Understanding and Using
2 Crowell

' Danielson &'Hayden

' Dart I

9 Dare II

',Dixson, Blue. Book

a Dixson, Graded Exercises

Dixson,. Regents- English

" Dixson, Tests & Drills
11 Frank, ... reference ...
" Frank, ... exercpe-s
12 Hayden, Pilgrim &_Ha'ggard

14 Heaton, Prepositions and
" Heaton t Workbooks 1-3

n..0 rnby

"Mackin & Seidl (ex. for llornby)
la Nadler, Marelli & Haynes

19 Praninskas

"Rutherford I
2' Rutherford'

22 Samelson

72 Sheeler

24 Taylor
25
Thomas. & Martinet, Practical En.g.

"Thomas & Martinet, Exercises I
"Thomas & Martinet, Exercises II
"Wohl
29 Yorkey
20

31

28

X

Adv

Ver

erns w/

b Tenses

special-

Case Adv.

semantic

Overextens.Comparison
______

.4

.

2 . TOTAL
X § X

.

_ A X

_

4

*

r;

§

,§ X

X § X ., § X

X § X X

.

.
§ X

X § § X

.

§ X

§ ' X

§ ,

X X X

X § X § X

X § X

X §

.

.
,

-7=

24


